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ABSTRACT: In this work, we introduce polarimetric balanced
detection as a new attenuated total reflection (ATR) infrared (IR)
sensing scheme, leveraging unequal effective thicknesses achieved
with laser light of different polarizations. We combined a
monolithic widely tunable Vernier quantum cascade laser (QCL-
XT) and a multibounce ATR IR spectroscopy setup for analysis of
liquids in a process analytical setting. Polarimetric balanced
detection enables simultaneous recording of background and
sample spectra, significantly reducing long-term drifts. The root-
mean-square noise could be improved by a factor of 10 in a long-
term experiment, compared to conventional absorbance measure-
ments obtained via the single-ended optical channel. The sensing
performance of the device was further evaluated by on-site measurements of ethanol in water, leading to an improved limit of
detection (LOD) achieved with polarimetric balanced detection. Sequential injection analysis was employed for automated injection
of samples into a custom-built ATR flow cell mounted above a zinc sulfide multibounce ATR element. The QCL-XT posed to be
suitable for mid-IR-based sensing in liquids due to its wide tunability. Polarimetric balanced detection proved to enhance the
robustness and long-term stability of the sensing device, along with improving the LOD by a factor of 5. This demonstrates the
potential for new polarimetric QCL-based ATR mid-IR sensing schemes for in-field measurements or process monitoring usually
prone to a multitude of interferences.

KEYWORDS: mid-infrared spectroscopy, attenuated total reflection, quantum cascade lasers, balanced detection,
process analytical technology

Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a powerful analytical technique
based on probing molecular vibrations in a rapid and label-

free manner.1 It has been employed for sensing applications in
gases2,3 and liquids.4,5 Due to its robustness and ease of
operation, attenuated total reflection (ATR) IR spectroscopy
found its way into process analytics4,6 and in-field applica-
tions.5,7 In this technique, light is totally reflected in the optical
denser ATR element, generating an evanescent field penetrat-
ing into the (optically less dense) sample placed on top of the
element, typically up to 2 μm.8 Fourier transform (FT) IR
spectrometers are considered the gold standard in IR
spectroscopy. Combined with ATR settings, they are employed
in process analytics,6 clinical chemistry,9 to study complex
catalytic reactions,10 forensic science,11 and material identi-
fication12 among other applications. In conventional ATR IR
absorption spectroscopy approaches, e.g., in process monitor-
ing, a background spectrum needs to be recorded at a certain
point in time, usually prior to the sample measurements, which
are recorded over a longer period of time. However, along this

time period, there may occur diverse incidents (e.g., ATR
element fouling, drifts of environmental parameters), which
lead to artifacts in the resulting absorbance spectra and impair
successful analysis.
Developments in the last two decades based on a new

powerful mid-IR radiation source, so-called quantum cascade
lasers (QCLs), lead to devices that challenge FT-IR
spectrometers regarding their performance.13 In addition to
their higher brightness, QCLs also offer coherent and linear
polarized light. The latter feature was exploited for QCL-based
vibrational circular dichroism,14 the characterization of
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anisotropic materials via atomic force microscopy-infrared
spectroscopy,15 and rapid mid-IR ellipsometry.16,17 Nowadays,
distributed feedback (DFB)-QCLs and external cavity (EC)-
QCLs are the most commonly employed mid-IR laser types.
DFB-QCLs emit in a very narrow range and are thus employed
for gas-phase analysis, whereas EC-QCLs provide broad
spectral coverage, hence being suitable for sensing in
liquids.18−20 EC-QCLs rely on movable diffraction gratings
for tuning over a broad spectral range. As a consequence, these
lasers are fairly bulky and often prone to mode-hopping during
tuning, originating from competing optical modes, which
results in laser noise.21,22 Dedicated signal processing schemes
and mode tracking systems have been employed to counter
this drawback.21 In contrast to EC-QCLs, a new tuning
mechanism based on the Vernier effect for eXTended tunable
QCLs was reported (QCL-XT).23 These widely tunable
devices are monolithic like DFB-QCLs, hence no movable
parts are involved. Tuning to the desired wavelength is
achieved by heating one of two integrated superstructure
grating sections on top of the laser element.24,25 QCLs have
also been utilized for building evanescent field absorption-
based sensors using waveguides.2,26 The combination of ATR
with EC-QCLs for biomedical applications and surface-
modified ATR elements for signal enhancement has been
reported recently.27−29 Besides their advantages, QCLs show
significant noise compared to classic thermal emitters.21 This
laser noise is a well-known problem of high-intensity light
sources and has been tackled even before the appearance of
QCLs with optical feedback stabilization or balanced
detection.30 In the latter technique, laser radiation is split
and directed on two detectors, thus the additional detector is
used as a reference. This design allowed to cancel out not only
laser noise but also interference from other sources.30 Creative

sensor design in QCL-based photothermal spectroscopy
showed significant noise reduction by employing balanced
detection for the probe laser.31 For mid-IR laser-based
transmission spectroscopy, an EC-QCL setup was introduced
compensating for QCL intensity noise, employing balanced
detection via two liquid-nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium
telluride (MCT) detectors;32 more recently, an EC-QCL setup
incorporating a dual-channel transmission cell paired with a
dedicated thermoelectrically cooled balanced detection setup
was reported.33

In this work, we introduce a novel approach to reduce noise
in a QCL-based ATR sensing scheme via polarimetric balanced
detection. Exploiting the difference in sensitivity experienced
by two laser beams of different polarization allows for
simultaneous recording of the background and sample spectra.
We combined a multibounce ATR setup with a widely tunable
monolithic QCL-XT and a dedicated thermoelectrically cooled
balanced MCT detection module. The sensor was placed in a
water treatment plant, utilizing the noise suppression
capabilities of polarimetric balanced detection to showcase
the advantages for on-site operation. For demonstration
purposes, we measured ethanol in water at different
concentrations, showing the suitability of QCL-XTs for liquid
sensing. We observed different absorbance values depending
on the IR beam polarization and displayed the advantages of
polarimetric balanced detection.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of

polarimetric-based balanced detection in combination with
QCL-XT for liquid sensing using ATR IR spectroscopy.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Experimental Setup. The experimental setup is shown in Figure

1.

Figure 1. (A) Scheme of the entire experimental setting, consisting of optics, liquid handling, and data acquisition. (B) Scheme of the optical setup,
ATR element shown in the side view. (C) Scheme of 45° tilt of the incident infrared beam to shift polarization in respect to the ATR-element
surface.
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For polarimetric balanced detection ATR experiments, the device
was placed in the surveillance room of a water treatment plant in
Genova.34 Due to the harsh environment, such as room-temperature
fluctuations due to poor isolation and vibrations originating from
operating pumps and voluminous pipes with flowing water, the optical
setup was wrapped by a thermal insulating housing linked to a
custom-built water-cooling system. Silica gel (1 kg) was used as a
drying agent to stabilize humidity and placed in the housing to
counter interferences caused by water vapor. A TSP01 USB
Temperature and Humidity Data Logger (Thorlabs, New Jersey)
was used for monitoring environmental parameters. The IR beam
emitted by the QCL-XT (Alpes Lasers, Neuchatel, Switzerland) was
guided into a multibounce zinc sulfide (ZnS) ATR element (17 × 10
× 1 mm3, 45°) purchased from Crystran (Poole, United Kingdom).
The ATR element geometry would allow for eight bounces, however
only five bounces are accessible due to the flow cell geometry. An
ATR fixture holding the element was designed in-house and
manufactured using 3D-printing.5,35 After assembling the optical
setup, the flow cell housing a sample compartment with a volume of
approximately 20 μL (see Figure 1A) was placed on top of the ATR
element and sealed by an O ring. The cell was milled out of aluminum
by Protolabs (Feldkirchen, Germany), following self-drawn blueprints.
Due to its transparency, the ZnS ATR element allowed for elegant
adjustment of the optics using an auxiliary red laser. Fine adjustment
of the optics was done by operating the QCL-XT at 1273.5 cm−1 and
monitoring the signal at the detectors using an oscilloscope. Care was
taken to avoid fringes observed in the signal of both optical channels
as well as to maximize the signal at the detector and simultaneously
avoiding detector saturation by application of the described cage
system. After completing the assembly of the experimental setup, the
housing was closed and the flow cell filled with water. Sample
injection and washing in-between the experiments were done by a
sequential injection system,36 involving a syringe pump equipped with
a 100 μL syringe paired with a position valve supplied from Hamilton
(Bonaduz, Switzerland). Teflon tubings (1/16-inch) with the inner
diameter of 0.18 mm (VICI, Schenkon, Switzerland) were used to
connect the liquid reservoirs, the syringe pump, and the position valve
as well as to wind the holding coil. The sequential injection system
was controlled via a custom-made java-based program (A.U.G. Signals
Hellas, Athens, Greece). Ethanol (95%) was purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and diluted to the desired concen-
tration using distilled water. The IR beam emitted by the QCL-XT
was directed through a cage system featuring a lens for beam
expansion, an aperture for attenuation to avoid detector saturation,
and followed by a lens for refocusing of the beam. To make use of
polarization-dependent absorption, evanescent waves of both polar-
izations have to be excited at the ATR junction. The laser itself emits
horizontally polarized light. As outlined in Figure 1C, a mirror was
mounted in a way that the reflected laser beam propagates
perpendicular to the incident laser beam but is also directed upward
by an angle of 45° in respect to the ground plane. The redirected
beam then hits the entrance facet of the ATR element. This
arrangement has the advantage that in respect to the sample-active
ATR surface, the polarization is neither purely parallel (p) nor purely
perpendicular but has equal components of both polarizations. After
sample interaction, the beam was directed toward a zinc selenide
(ZnSe) prism mounted in the Brewster angle, which acts as a
polarizer. This allows the separation of the incident beam into two
beams composed of different polarizations. The reflected beam
contained purely p-polarized radiation in respect to the ATR surface
and a transmitted beam of mixed polarization, mainly containing

perpendicular-polarized light. A prism as a polarizing element offers
the advantage that it has no parallel surfaces and thus no optical
resonances (fringes) are introduced. For polarization separation, the
optical setting (prism and mirrors) was designed in a way that both
beams experience the same optical path length. Thus, also the focal
points of both optical paths lie in the same plane, i.e., the position of
the two active elements of the balanced detection module (Vigo
Systems, Warsaw, Poland). This module was custom made and
combines in one housing two thermoelectrically cooled MCT
detector elements optimally matched regarding their transimpedance,
voltage responsivity, and detectivity.33 Data acquisition was
performed via a USB-6281 Multifunction I/O Device linked to a
BNC-2110 connector block (National Instruments, Houston)
connected to a PC using a 25 kHz sampling rate. Data recording
and laser control were performed using MATLAB (Mathworks,
Massachusetts). Three S2 gen5 laser drivers (Alpes Lasers, Neuchatel,
Switzerland) were used to control the QCL-XT, allowing for tuning
the lasers to the chosen wavenumbers (one to drive the laser
emission, two for heating front and back mirrors, Table 1).23 The
laser was operated at a 100 Hz pulse rate with a duty cycle of 50%.
The signals of the balanced detector module shown in Figure 2 were

evaluated using a digital boxcar detection scheme. For this purpose, a
script was devised to perform the evaluation of the signal in four steps.
First, synchronization was achieved by finding the falling edges of the
signal. Second, the intervals of the signal where the laser was off
(Figure 2, brown line) were averaged to give the detector offset.
Third, intervals at which the laser was on and the signal was stable
were selected (Figure 2, black line) and averaged. Fourth, the offset
was subtracted from the averaged black marked intervals. Thus, it was
possible to neglect the overshot at the rising edges of the signal. For
the present work, the two single-ended detector signals were used,
and hence polarimetric balancing was performed digitally. Tuning to a
specific operation point takes less than a second. However, due to the
change of the power dissipation, the temperature control of the laser
takes some time to again stabilize the temperature to the nominal
value. In total, the change of the emission wavenumber takes
approximately 10−15 s.

Theoretical Considerations. In ATR spectroscopy, the extension
of the evanescent field in the optically rarer medium can be described
via the depth of penetration (dp),

8,37
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Table 1. QCL-XT Settings for Tuning to the Chosen Wavenumbers

1265.43 cm−1 1273.5 cm−1 1289.68 cm−1 1292.33 cm−1

T [°C] 40 40 40 40
Ilaser [mA] 564 564 900 564
Ifront heater [mA] 0 0 752 690
Iback heater [mA] 622 0 0 0

Figure 2. Recorded signal of one channel of the balanced detection
module (black dotted line). Intervals used in the digital boxcar
detection scheme for offset compensation (solid brown line). Signal
intervals used for averaging (solid black line).
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where λ0 is the wavelength, n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the
ATR element as well as the sample, respectively, and θ is the angle of
incidence. However, the depth of penetration, as shown in eq 1, is
generally used as a measure of how far the electric field of the
evanescent wave expanses into the optically rare medium before it
decays to 1/e.37

While the depth of penetration is independent of the polarization,
the sensitivity for sample absorption is not. Here, a linear
approximation of the absorption sensitivity is used, called effective
thickness de. This parameter corresponds to the path length of a
transmission setup that would exhibit the same absorption.8,37 The
expressions de,⊥ for perpendicular-polarized light, de,|| for the parallel
polarization, and de as the average of parallel and perpendicular light
are8
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For the employed experimental setup, N is the number of
accessible reflections (N = 5) of the multibounce ATR element and
n1 and n2 are the refractive indices for the ATR element and the
probed liquid, respectively, (nij = ni/nj). For zinc sulfide n1 = 2.22338

and water n2 = 1.291,39 θ = 45 and λ0 = 7.855 μm; eqs 2−4 yield 8.63
μm for de,⊥, 26.30 μm for de,||, and 17.47 μm for de.
FT-IR Measurements. FT-IR reference spectra were recorded

with a Vertex 70v spectrometer (Bruker Optics, Ettlingen, Germany)
equipped with a single-bounce Platinum ATR accessory (Bruker
Optics, Ettlingen, Germany). Prior to spectrum acquisition, the
spectrometer was evacuated and the sample compartment was flushed
with dry air. A spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 was set for recording
spectra in a double-sided acquisition mode. One hundred twenty
eight scans were averaged per spectrum (acquisition time: 28.4 s) and
calculated using a Blackmann-Harris 3-term apodization function and
a zero-filling factor of 2. All spectra were acquired at room
temperature. The aperture was set to 8 mm for maximum throughput.
Ethanol in water mixtures (25 and 50%vol) were used for recording
reference spectra. Distilled water was used as a background. Spectra
were analyzed using the software package OPUS 8.2 (Bruker Optics,
Ettlingen, Germany).

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sensor Stability and Operation. Directly after closing

the housing of the optical setup, the water-cooling system, the
QCL-XT, and the detectors were turned on, and temperature
and humidity measurements were performed every 5 s for the
duration of several hours. Figure 3A shows that after closing,
the setup needs approx. 15 min for thermal stabilization. The
depicted data also underlines the robustness of the thermal
management system as the temperature after initial stabiliza-
tion of the system does not exceed a standard variation of 15
mK. The increase in humidity after 300 min is linked to the
limited resolution of the humidity sensor (see Figure 3A,
dotted line). Simultaneously, also the signal from the two
detector elements embedded into the balanced detection
module was recorded (see Figure 3B). The difference in the
signal intensity is explained by the unequal split of the beam at
the prism used as the polarizer (see Figure 1B).

Polarimetric Balanced Detection. Classic IR absorption
measurements for process monitoring use a background
spectrum (I0) recorded at a discrete point in time for
comparison with continuously recorded sample spectra (I(t)).
Consequently, the obtained absorbance not only contains
spectral information originating from analytes but also artifacts
linked to various drifts over time, which adds noise. Figure 3B
shows the recorded single-ended detector signals of both
optical channels over several hours. Both signals feature
significant noise, which scales with their intensities. These
fluctuations may originate from insufficient laser operation by
the laser drivers, periodic vibrations of pumps turned on and
off in the water plant, or other factors remaining unclear.
The absorbance for the single-ended detector signals was

calculated to assess the long-term stability by

=A
I

I
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t

0

( )

i

k
jjjjjj

y

{
zzzzzz (5)

I0 being the intensity at the initial measurement point of the
long-term observation of the water-filled cell. This signal was
used as a background for several hours of measurement time of
the laser intensity I(t). Ideally, with no occurring changes of the
measurement solution, this approach should yield an
absorbance of 0. However, by employing this classic approach
for process monitoring using a constant background spectrum
for ATR spectroscopy, significant drifts over the course of
several hours were observed (see Figure 4A,B). These drifts
could be significantly reduced by exploiting the differently
polarized laser beams for polarimetric-based balanced
detection by
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Figure 3. Long-term stability of the setup. (A) Temperature (solid
line) and relative humidity (dotted line) in the setup. (B) Signal
intensity for the two single-ended channels over time. The intensity of
the mixed-polarized (blue) and parallel-polarized channels (red). The
unequal intensity detected at the two channels is linked to the unequal
split at the prism.
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where Imix(t) and I||(t) are the simultaneously recorded
intensities of the mixed-polarized beam and p-polarized
beam, respectively (see Figure 4C). As mentioned before,
the fluctuations of the channels scale with their absolute
intensities (see Figure 3B), hence different signal heights were
also taken into account for eq 6. Therefore, the intensity
inserted into eq 6 for the mixed-polarized channels was divided
by 7.81. This factor was obtained from the ratio between the
intensity of the mixed-polarized channel divided by the p-
polarized channel intensity. The use of the mixed-polarized
beam with a lower effective thickness (see eq 2) as a reference
and the p-polarized beam with a higher effective thickness (see
eq 3) for sampling leads to enhanced long-term signal stability
because background and sample spectra are recorded
simultaneously (see Figure 4C).
Sensing Performance of Polarimetric Balanced

Detection. To demonstrate the capabilities of the presented
polarimetric balanced detection approach for process monitor-
ing via ATR spectroscopy, ethanol in water was measured as a
matching analyte for the emission characteristics of the
employed QCL-XT.
The band height of the CH2 twisting vibration (1273.5

cm−1) from ethanol was used as an analytical signal for further
investigations of the performance of the sensor. This band is
obscured by the broad in-plane OH deformation vibration
(1260−1400 cm−1),40 thus, a two-point baseline correction
was applied to the recorded spectra using 1289.68 and 1265.43
cm−1 to determine the linear baseline. Here, the QCL-XT
proved to be superior to classic DFB-QCLs as this procedure
was only feasible due to the broad tuning capabilities of this
novel laser type. In addition, unused spectral information for
data interpretation was used as an inherent stability control of
the system (see Figure 5). More spectral information would be
obtainable via QCL-XT using additional laser lines. To
evaluate the sensor performance, solutions containing 6, 8,
10, 20, and 30%vol ethanol were pumped through the sensor in
an automated way by the employed sequential injection
system.
First, the cell was filled with water and the intensity (I0) was

recorded, and then the ethanol solutions were injected into the
cell starting with the lowest concentration and again the
intensities (I(t)) were recorded for the mixed- and p-polarized
channel simultaneously. Every concentration was measured
three times. First, the absorption for the mixed-and p-polarized

channels as well as for the polarimetric balanced signal was
obtained using eqs 5 and 6, respectively. Afterward, baseline
correction via linear approximation (see Figure 5) was
performed, yielding the final absorption for the mixed- and
p-polarized channels as well as for polarimetric balanced
detection. As depicted in Figure 6, the absorbance values

obtained by the single-ended detector channels are different.
Due to its higher effective thickness, the purely p-polarized
beam yields higher absorbance values than perpendicular- or
mixed-polarized beams (see eq 3 and Figure 6). Thus, for
single-channel measurements, the purely p-polarized beam
would be the preferred candidate for process monitoring via
ATR spectroscopy in a low-noise environment.
Comparison of the analytical signals of the single-ended

detector channels and the polarimetric balanced approach
obtained via eqs 5 and 6 shows that the linear response of the
sensor is enhanced via polarimetric balanced detection (see
Figure 6). The low robustness of the mixed-polarized channel
is made apparent by the high relative variance of the
repetitions compared to the analytical signal. Both single-

Figure 4. Absorbance of the water-filled cell over time in respect to a
zero-line (gray dotted line). Absorbance obtained by the (A) mixed-
polarized signal and the (B) parallel-polarized signal using the initial
measurement point as a background. (C) Absorbance obtained via
polarimetric balanced detection.

Figure 5. FT-IR spectra (solid black lines) of different concentrations
of ethanol (25 and 50%vol) in water. Wavenumbers emitted by QCL-
XT used for spectra evaluation (solid red line) and as an inherent
stability control (red dashed line), baseline correction (gray line) is
enabled via the wide tunability of the QCL-XT.

Figure 6. Sensor response to different concentrations of ethanol in
water. Classic absorbance obtained via the signal from the (A) mixed-
polarized and (B) parallel-polarized beams. (C) Absorbance
calculated using polarimetric balanced detection.
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ended channels exhibit the same relative standard deviation of
approximately 3%. However, the smaller absorbance of the
mixed-polarized channel as a consequence of the smaller
effective thickness (see eq 2) is more susceptible to
fluctuations than the p-polarized channel. The latter yields a
higher measured absorbance corresponding to the higher
effective thickness (see eq 3), thus leading to an improved
sensing performance.
Evaluating the long-term experiment (Figures 3 and 4), it

was found that polarimetric balanced detection increases long-
term stability, hence the signal shows a root-mean-square
(RMS) noise of 0.18 mAU over the whole experimental
duration of almost 6 h (see Figure 4C). In contrast, the RMS
noise of the p- and mixed-polarized channels as used for a
classic absorbance-based ATR process analytical scheme with a
constant background was found to be 2.2 and 1.9 mAU,
respectively (see Figure 4A,B). Therefore, by employing
polarimetric balanced detection, recording background, and
sample spectra simultaneously, the long-term drift of the
sensor could be decreased by a factor of 10 compared to single-
ended detection conventionally employed in ATR process
monitoring. The improvement of sensor stability via
polarimetric balanced detection can be explained by
eliminating external interferences. Similar to classic balanced
detection schemes, where an extra reference channel for noise
suppression is measured,33 polarimetric balanced detection
decreases noise by simultaneously measuring background and
sample spectra but additionally allowing for long-term drift
reduction due to real-time referencing.
Figure 6 shows that by polarimetric balanced detection,

lower absorbance values are obtained than for the single-
channel measurements. The absorbance obtained via polari-
metric balanced detection (30%vol EtOH, 10.3 mAU) amounts
exactly to the difference of the mixed- (13 mAU) and p-
polarized (23.3 mAU) channels. This originates from the usage
of the mixed-polarized channel as a reference and can be
explained by

= = σ
ε
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ε= −A c d d( )pol.bal. e, e,mix (8)

where Iσ is the initial beam intensity influenced by common
mode noise, ε is the absorption coefficient, c is the
concentration of ethanol, and de,|| and de,mix are the effective
thickness experienced by the p- and mixed-polarized beam,
respectively. Equation 7 illustrates that the common mode
noise associated with Iσ is canceled out (see Figure 4) besides
making background measurements (I0) obsolete (compare eqs
5 and 8).
Finally, for performance comparison of the shown

polarimetric balancing approach with classic ATR IR spec-
troscopy, the limit of detection (LOD) for polarimetric
balanced detection and the mixed-polarized and p-polarized
channel was calculated using

=
× S

LOD
3

slope of the calibration function
blank

(9)

where Sblank is the standard deviation of five consecutive
measurements of the water-filled cell. This resulted in an LOD
of 3.77 and 2.85%vol for using the mixed- and parallel-polarized
beams, respectively, as well as an LOD of 0.53%vol for

polarimetric balanced detection. The standard deviation of the
blank found for polarimetric balanced detection highlights the
noise-canceling capabilities of this method, as it is significantly
lower than for the other two channels (see Table 2).

The absorbance obtained via polarimetric balanced
detection scales with the difference of the effective thicknesses
of the p- and mixed-polarized channel (see eq 8), which is
reflected by a lower slope of the calibration function. For the
calculation of the LOD, the lower slope, however, is countered
by the relatively higher reduction in noise (see Table 2). This
resulted in an improvement of the LOD via polarimetric
balanced detection by a factor of 5 compared to the p-
polarized beam for classic ATR IR spectroscopy.
Equation 8 indicates that the introduced polarimetric

balanced detection approach holds the potential to further
increase the LOD by employing purely parallel- and
perpendicular-polarized laser beams. This would result in a
maximum obtainable difference of the effective thickness of
17.66 μm (see eqs 3, 4, and 8). However, the absorbance
values in Figure 6C indicate that the effective thickness
achieved by polarimetric balanced detection in the present
setup is only 11.65 μm. This is linked to the usage of the
mixed-polarized channel as a reference mostly composed of
perpendicular-polarized light but also containing p-polarized
light. Therefore, the higher differential effective thickness
obtainable with purely polarized beams, yielding a higher
absorbance, results in a higher slope and consequently further
improvement of the LOD.

■ CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
This work introduces polarimetric balanced detection as a
novel mid-IR ATR sensing scheme for liquids, exploiting the
varying effective thicknesses of differently polarized laser
beams for noise reduction and enhanced long-term stability.
In the presented setup, employing a QCL-XT as a widely
tunable mid-IR source, the laser emission is split into p-
polarized and mixed-polarized beams via a ZnSe prism and
guided toward a balanced thermoelectrically cooled MCT
module. The developed mid-IR sensing device proved to
provide robust results even during harsh conditions faced in
on-site measurements. We took advantage of polarimetric
balanced detection demonstrating the capabilities of this
technique to reduce noise and long-term drifts besides
obtaining quantitative information. Showcased by the measure-
ment of different amounts of ethanol in water, polarimetric
balanced detection outperformed single-ended detection, as
the stability and the limit of detection of the sensor was
improved. These findings demonstrate that polarimetric
balanced detection is advantageous for chemical sensing via
ATR spectroscopy and other applications, where long-term
drifts are expected like in process analytical settings.

Table 2. Quantitative Performance Parameters for Mixed-
Polarized and p-Polarized Laser Beams and Polarimetric
Balanced Detection

mixed-
polarized

p-
polarized

polarimetric
balanced

Sblank [mAU] 0.473 0.757 0.073
slope [mAU EtOH%vol

−1] 0.376 0.795 0.410
LOD [EtOH%vol] 3.77 2.85 0.53
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With this new ATR spectroscopy approach, classic back-
ground measurements prior to sample spectra acquisition
become needless as the optical channel with the lower effective
thickness serves as a reference signal recorded simultaneously
with the channel providing a higher effective thickness used as
a sample signal. Compared to setups where a reference beam is
separated from the initial laser beam before sample interaction,
our approach has the advantage to counter interference until
the splitting of polarization,32 therefore covering almost the
complete beam path including sample interaction. In addition,
polarimetric balanced detection enables simultaneous referenc-
ing, hence providing more analytical information with the same
instrumental effort, as both balancing methods need one
optical component to split the laser beam (prism or beam
splitter32) and two detector elements. A more sophisticated
approach for balanced detection uses an additional reference
cell to probe the sample matrix.41 Polarimetric balanced
detection, however, only needs one probing interface for both
background and sample measurement, hence also accounting
for matrix effects using a simpler experimental manifold by
taking advantage of ATR. We demonstrated that high initial
noise levels of the employed mid-IR lasers and electronics can
be reduced significantly by the presented approach. In the
current design, polarimetric balancing attenuates noise in all
parts of the beam path that is traversed by perpendicular- and
p-polarized light together, including sampling; however, past
the ZnSe prism, mechanical and thermal influences on the
beam pointing introduce noise that may not be corrected.
In this work, a ZnSe prism was chosen as a polarizer, leading

to incomplete separation of perpendicular- and parallel-
polarized light resulting in a mixed-polarized beam. This
design decision was made due to the broad mid-IR
transparency of ZnSe; however, for a narrower wavelength
range, alternative solutions, such as a MgF2 Wollaston prism,
could be used to completely separate perpendicular and
parallel polarization and thus improve linearity for highly
absorbing samples besides increasing the LOD.
QCL-XTs were shown to be an attractive alternative to EC-

QCLs for broad band liquid-phase analysis, as they can be
specifically tailored to the analytical needs and have the small
instrument footprint of a housed DFB-QCL without any
moving parts.23 The monolithic character of QCL-XTs and the
possibility to combine entire spectrometers on a chip suggest
further integration into small lab-on-a-chip sensing devices.42

Thus, further efforts may aim at miniaturization of the sensor,
using functionalized ATR elements5 and exploiting polar-
ization-dependent absorption anisotropy for single-shot ma-
terial characterization sensing schemes for mid-IR ATR
spectroscopy.43
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